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a b s t r a c t

A convergent service is defined as a service that exploits the convergence of communication networks and

at the same time takes advantage of features of the Web. Nowadays, building up a convergent service is

not trivial, because although there are significant approaches that aim to automate the service composition

at different levels in the Web and Telecom domains, selecting the most appropriate approach for specific

case studies is complex due to the big amount of involved information and the lack of technical considera-

tions. Thus, in this paper, we identify the relevant phases for convergent service composition and explore the

existing approaches and their associated technologies for automating each phase. For each technology, the

maturity and results are analysed, as well as the elements that must be considered prior to their application

in real scenarios. Furthermore, we provide research directions related to the convergent service composition

phases.

© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

The telecommunication and computer network industries are fac-

ng a great shift from atomic services (e.g., voice and email) towards

uch more dynamic, convergent services, such as unified social net-

orking and integrated video conferencing. Under this premise, telco

nd computer network operators need to transform themselves from

imple operators into services aggregators carrying the duty of pro-

iding services that bring together numerous applications from a va-

iety of sources [1].

The term “convergent” has been used widely in telecommunica-

ion and computer networks with two meanings: to describe the fu-

ion of fixed and mobile services [2], or as a synonymous of the Next

eneration Network (NGN) that is a packet-based network able to

ransport all type of information and services, like voice, data, and

ideo, integrating traditional telephony networks and Internet [3]. In

his paper, we use the term “convergent” as efficient coexistence of

ervices available on the Telecom (e.g., voice and video calls with re-

erse charging offered by telco operators like Orange and Movistar)
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nd Web (e.g., services of maps and RSS feeds offered by big Internet

layers like Google and Yahoo) domains to provide more services to

he user.

Telecom services can be created by using Services Creation Envi-

onments (SCE) [4] and Mashup Development Environments (MDE)

5,6] that allow the users (e.g., programmers and administrators of

elco and/or computer networks) to combine the functionalities of

eterogeneous services using drag-and-drop and wire tools for com-

osing new services. Such a way of carrying out service composition

s valid as long as the number of traditional communication services

s low and the reliability of services is high enough ( > 99%) so they

o not change continually [7].

In the case of the convergent service composition, that involve

tomic services from the Web and Telecom domains, such services

ay change their interfaces, become available or unavailable, and

heir number may also grow to unmanageable sizes. Both the dy-

amic nature of services offered by the Web and the sheer amount

f relevant services that may be available on it for a given task hin-

er greatly the use of approaches offering semi-automated service

omposition (i.e., composition based on MDEs and SCEs). If time is a

rucial factor, semi-automated service composition may become in-

fficient, which raises the need of approaches able to perform fully-

utomated service composition.

Automation is defined as the delegation of tasks to machine

r computer systems, thus reducing procedural load and freeing
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Table 1

Works selected for reviewing.

Work Phase Origin Domain Automation Semantic Result

[23] Creation Both Convergent Medium Prototype

[24] Creation, execution Both Convergent Medium � Prototype

[25] Creation Academic Convergent Medium Prototype

[26] Creation, execution Both Convergent Medium Prototype

[27] Creation, execution Both Convergent Medium � Prototype

[28] Adaptation, execution Academic Convergent High � Prototype

[29] Adaptation, execution Academic Convergent High � Prototype

[30] Creation, execution Academic Convergent Medium � Prototype

[31] Creation, execution Academic Convergent Medium � Prototype

[32] Creation, execution Both Convergent Medium � Model

[33] Creation, execution Industry Convergent Medium � Prototype

[34] Creation, execution Academic Convergent Medium Model

[35] Creation, execution Academic n/a High � Prototype

[36] Creation, execution Academic n/a High � Prototype
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operators from vigilance over routine and tedious tasks [8]. Several

approaches have appeared to fully automate the composition of ser-

vices available in the Web from both academia [9–14] and industry

[15,16]. Similarly, some research has revolved around fully automa-

tion of communication service composition, coming mainly from

European Projects [17,18]. Considering the evolution of service com-

position in the Telecom and Web domains, we raise the first research

question addressed in this paper: Which is the level of automation

that has been achieved to date from previous service composition

approaches?

In addition to the aforementioned automation, it is important to

consider that the service composition carried out in the Telecom

fundamentally different of the conducted in the Web, which means

that some technical issues must be contemplated when combining

services from both domains [19,20]. Moreover, several other charac-

teristics pertaining to specific application domains, like user prefer-

ences, response time, adaptability, and scalability must be taken into

account. This is because the fact that convergent service composi-

tion often involves the challenge of merging two areas of knowledge

with their respective concepts, technologies, and architectures. For

this reason, a systematic way of analysing the strengths and weak-

nesses of each existing solution for a particular application domain is

needed. In this way, we raise the second research question addressed

in this paper: which elements must be considered for applying auto-

mated services composition in different specific domains?

Convergent service composition is also a complex process that of-

ten involves several elaborated steps or phases, from processing the

input to selection of services to its execution. As these phases often

focus on one or more aspects of the service composition process, it

is needed to classify them. In this way, we raise the third research

question addressed in this paper: which are the phases for convergent

service composition and the approaches useful in each one of them?

The above raised research questions indicate that building up a

convergent service is not trivial, because although there are signifi-

cant approaches that aim to automate the service composition at dif-

ferent levels in the Web, telco networks, and computer networks, se-

lecting the most appropriate approach(es) for specific case studies is

complex due to the big amount of involved information and the lack

of technical considerations. Thus, in this paper, we identify the rele-

vant phases for convergent service composition and explore the ex-

isting approaches and their associated technologies for automating

each phase. For each technology, the maturity and results are anal-

ysed, as well as the elements that must be considered prior to their

application in real scenarios. Furthermore, we provide research direc-

tions in the convergent service composition phases.

The research conducted to answer the raised questions led to the

following contributions:

• Identify the relevant phases for convergent service

composition.
• Explore and analyse the existing approaches and their associ-

ated technologies for automating each phase.

• Provide research directions in each one of convergent service

composition phases.

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. In Section 2,

e present the methodology followed to build up this survey. In

ection 3, we review foundations about service composition. In

ection 4, we introduce the phases for convergent service compo-

ition. In Sections 5–7, we describe and discuss each phase and its

ssociated approaches. In Section 8, we present research directions.

inally, in Section 9, we provide some conclusions that help to select

pproaches for convergent service composition.

. Methodology

To solve the research questions, we follow the next steps [21]:

i) formalize the service composition process by defining different

hases, (ii) classify the existing approaches under the umbrella of re-

uirements and criteria for their application in convergent composi-

ion; and (iii) define the guidelines for employing diverse approaches

nd their technologies in convergent service composition.

In this paper, we carry out a comparative literature review [22],

iming to identify the existing approaches in service composition in

ecent years through the lens of its applicability in convergent com-

osition of services. In order to select the works presenting the ap-

roaches useful for our study, we introduced search keywords on

hree electronic databases: ACM, IEEE, and Science Direct. As conver-

ent composition is a relatively new field, we do not expect to find

any publications using the exact keyword. Therefore, we used the

ollowing keyword phrases: “convergent service composition”, “auto-

atic service composition”, “automated service composition”, “Tele-

om 2.0 service composition”, and “mashup composition”. We found

50 works. Afterwards, we looked through the titles of such works

o eliminate those not related to the field; for the rest, we browsed

he abstracts to estimate their relevance and whether they have ex-

erimental results. We selected both recent works from recognized

onferences and relevant ones from high impact journals. As a result,

5 works were selected for a full-text review.

Tables 1 and 2 present, in no order of relevance, the works se-

ected for reviewing. These works are analysed according to: the

hase (i.e., adaptation, creation, execution, and generation), the origin

f the proposed (i.e., academy, industry, and from both in alliance),

he domain (i.e., Web, Telecom, and convergent—deals with meth-

ds for convergent composition), the level of automation provided

o users (i.e., high, medium, low; when users participate little in the

rocess or needs to know little about technical issues, higher is the

utomation), the use of semantic in any of the phases above men-

ioned, and the result of the work (i.e., prototype, model, product,

nd standard). The detail of the literature review as well as the rest of
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Table 2

Works selected for reviewing.

Work Phase Origin Domain Automation Semantic Result

[37] Creation Both Convergent Medium � Prototype

[38] All except adaptation Academic Convergent High Prototype

[39] All except adaptation Academic Convergent High � Prototype

[11] All except adaptation Academic Web High � Prototype

[15] Creation Industry Convergent High Product

[16] Creation Industry Convergent High Product

[40] Creation Industry Convergent Low � Standard

[41] Creation Industry Web Low � Standard

[42] Creation Industry Web Low � Standard

[43] Creation Industry Telecom Medium Product

[44] Creation Both Convergent Medium � Prototype

[45] Execution Academic Convergent n/a Prototype

[46] Execution Academic Convergent n/a � Prototype

[47] Creation Industry Web n/a � Standard

[48] Execution Academic Convergent n/a Prototype

[49] Adaptation Academic Convergent High Prototype

[50] Adaptation Academic Convergent High Prototype

[51] Creation Industry Convergent Medium � Prototype

[52] Adaptation Academic Convergent High Prototype

[53] Adaptation Academic Convergent High Prototype

[17] Creation Academic Convergent Medium � Prototype

[54] Execution Industry Convergent n/a Product

[55] Execution Industry Convergent n/a Product

[56] Execution Industry Convergent n/a Product

[57] Execution Industry Convergent n/a Product

[58] Execution Industry Telecom n/a Product

[19] Execution Industry Convergent n/a Prototype

[59] Execution Industry Convergent n/a Prototype

[60] Execution Academic Convergent n/a Standard

[61] Execution Industry Communication n/a Standard

[62] Execution Industry Convergent n/a Standard

[63] Execution Industry Convergent n/a Standard

[10] Generation, execution Academic Web High Prototype

[12] Creation, execution Academic Convergent Medium Prototype

[13] Creation, execution Academic Convergent Medium Prototype

[14] Creation, execution Academic Convergent Medium Prototype

[6] Creation, execution Academic Convergent Medium Prototype

[64] Generation Academic Web High Prototype

[65] Generation Academic Web High � Prototype

[66] Generation Academic Web High � Prototype

[67] Generation Academic Web High � Prototype

[68] Generation Academic Telecom High � Prototype

[69] Generation Academic Web High � Prototype

[70] Generation Academic Web High Prototype

[9] Generation Academic Web High � Prototype

[71] Generation Academic Web High � Prototype

[72] Creation, generation Academic Web High � Prototype

[73] Generation Academic Web High � Prototype

[5] Creation, execution Academic Convergent Medium Prototype

[74] Creation, execution Academic Convergent Medium Prototype

[75] Creation, execution Academic Convergent Medium Prototype

[76] Creation, execution Academic Web Medium � Prototype

[77] Creation, execution Academic Web Medium � Prototype

[78] Creation, execution Academic Web Medium � Prototype
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he analysis carried out in this paper are presented in the following

hapters.

. Foundations on service composition

In this section, we introduce the concepts of service composition

nd convergent service composition. Furthermore, we present the

ifferences among the services offered in the domains of Telecom and

eb as well as current approaches for describing such services.

.1. What is a service?

The term “service” is a commonplace in many fields and therefore

ifferent definitions can be found in the literature: in the workflow

rea, the concept of e-service is commonly associated with the com-

letion of a task [79]; meanwhile, in the Web, a Web service can be
een as a way to expose the functionality of an information system

nd make it available through standard Web technologies [80]. More

recisely, the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C)—an organisation

or developing Web standards—defines a Web service as a software

ystem identified by a URI, whose public interfaces and bindings are

efined and described using the eXtensible Markup Language (XML)

r the JavaScript Object Notation (JSON). Such a service can be dis-

overed by other software systems which, in turn, may then interact

ith the Web service in the manner prescribed by its definition, us-

ng XML or JSON based messages conveyed by Internet protocols [81].

sually, in computer science, most authors refer to both “e-services”

nd “Web services” by simply “services” [82].

On the other hand, the term “service” in the Telecom domain can

e understood as the capability to exchange information through a

elecommunication medium, provided to a user by a service provider

83]. Different standardisation associations in this domain have
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Fig. 1. Description of services using inputs and outputs.
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created similar definitions. One of the most important associations

for standardisation in Telecom is the Tele-Management Forum (TMF)

that describes a service as a set of independent functions being an

integral part of one or more business processes. This functional set

consists of the hardware and software components as well as the un-

derlying telecommunication medium. The user sees all these compo-

nents as a fusion; a service can be a service component of another

service [84]. Other association of standards for mobile technologies

is the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP). The 3GPP defines

a service a component of the portfolio of choices offered by service

providers to a user, in the sense of functionalities provided to a user

[15].

Basic Telecom services (i.e., networking services) provide connec-

tivity to a network, like voice over the Internet Protocol (IP) and basic

signalling, for example. Added-value services, a broader concept of

service, provide other functionalities such as: voice/video connectiv-

ity, community tools, presence, conferencing, gaming, and TV broad-

casting. The added-value services are based on NGN [82], whose pur-

pose is to deploy next generation architectures that allow the access

to independent services over converged fixed and mobile networks.

To sum up, the fundamental objective of services is to have a col-

lection of network-resident software services accessible via standard-

ized protocols, whose functionality can be discovered, used individu-

ally or composed to form more complex services [79].

3.2. How can a service be described?

As stated before, an atomic service consists of a set of network-

accessible functionalities described using a machine understandable

description. The set of methods that allow accessing these func-

tionalities is known as the interface of the service. The description

of service interfaces will be used afterwards for service discovery,

compatibility, verification, and composition. The first step to take

when describing a service is to analyse its inputs and outputs; Fig. 1

shows diagram of the input and output of a service that performs

the sum of two integers. Currently, such description depends on the

architectural style (i.e., the Service Oriented Architecture—SOA—and

the REpresentational State Transfer—REST) and the technologies

used for implementing the service.

The Web Services Description Language (WSDL) [85] is the facto

standard for describing services based on SOA that are usually im-

plemented using the Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) and XML.

WSDL [86] provides a computer-understandable description of Web

services and describes Web services as collections of communication

end points that can exchange certain messages. This description lan-

guage includes atomic method calls (also called operations) in terms

of input and output messages where each operation can be a one-way

operation, request-response, solicit-response or notification.

Listing 1 depicts an example of WSDL. The code starts with

the definition of the namespaces and the definition of messages

to exchange (i.e., SayHelloRequest and SayHelloResponse). The port-

Type includes the allowed operations (i.e., SayHello). The Binding

(i.e., greeting_binding) specifies a particular protocol and the encod-

ing style for provision of the service. Finally the service element (i.e.,

greeting_service) includes information about the concrete address of

the service.
Unlike the services based on SOAP and XML, there is still not a

idely accepted standard for describing services based on the ar-

hitectural style REST that are usually implemented using the Hy-

erText Transfer Protocol (HTTP) and JSON or XML. Relevant efforts

or describing REST-based services are: (i) the Web Applications De-

cription Language (WADL) [87] that offers a machine process-able

rotocol description format for services using HTTP and XML, (ii) the

SDL 2.0 [88] that provides a machine-readable description for SOAP

nd HTTP based services by accepting the binding to all the HTTP-

equest methods (not only GET and POST); and (iii) the HTML for

EST (hREST) [89] that offers a XHTML-based microformat for rep-

esenting and describing Application Program Interfaces (APIs) and

ervices based on REST.

The second level of service description is concerned with pre-

nd post-conditions. As aforementioned, description solutions, such

s WSDL (1.1 or 2.0), WADL, and hREST, describe a single interaction

ith a service in terms of request and response messages. However,

o assess whether a service can be used by other services, it does

ot suffice to know the type of data generated or received by a ser-

ice, but also the change in the world that it produces. Pre-conditions

ust be true in the input in order to the service to be executed; at

he same time, post-conditions are conditions that become true af-

er the service is successfully executed. For example, a service called

end_message may require as input a well-formed email address and

ay have the effect (post-condition) of informing someone of some-

hing, which represents the change in the world.

Fig. 2 depicts the service pay that has as input the payment value

nd the payment data (e.g., card number and customer) as well as an

dditional pre-condition. Such precondition ensures that the avail-

ble credit is higher than the amount to pay. A post-condition for the

ervice pay may be to change the state of the transaction to payed,

or instance. Some languages, such as the Web Ontology Language for

ervices (OWL-S), the Semantic Annotations for REST (SA-REST), and

he micro Web Service Modelling Ontology (microWSMO) [89,90], al-

ow the annotation of services with pre- and post-conditions apart

rom the inputs and outputs. It is important to highlight that cur-

ently any of these languages is dominant in the second level of ser-

ice description.

.3. What are the differences between services available in the Web and

elecom domains?

Telecom services are fundamentally different from Web services

ased on SOA or REST [17]. Next the most remarkable differences are

nalysed.

Standard language for service description. In the Web domain,

or services based on SOAP, there is a large consensus on the main

tandard for service description: WSDL. Unlike, for services based on

EST, there is not a widely approach/standard accepted for describ-

ng them. In the same direction of REST-based services and contrary

o SOAP-based services, in spite of some initiatives such as ONEAPI

61] and Twilio [58] for standardising service interfaces, there is no

tandard language for service description in the Telecom domain. A

eview of proposals shows that service description languages in Tele-

om are often protocol specific, not extensible nor reusable [53].

Level of detail of services. In the Web, the details of atomic ser-

ices are most of the time open to the world by means of REST and

OAP APIs, widgets, and Web front-ends. That is to say that the users

re often aware of the parameters of the demanded services. Two

rominent examples of highly parameterized Web services whose

PIs are public are for example Google Translator and Google Maps.

n the other hand, Telecom operators offer services without autho-

ising the user for configuring them in deep or even note that he/she

s working with them. For example, services such as call forwarding

r billing processes are often completely opaque to users.
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Listing 1. WSDL example.

Fig. 2. Description of services using pre and post-conditions.
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Availability of services. Availability refers to the ability to access

system or service. In the case of Web services provided through

he Internet, the availability depends highly from the underlying net-

orks. Conversely, the percentage of availability of Telecom services

s very high, and terms such as 5 × 9 (i.e., 99.999% availability) and

ault tolerance are commonly used [91].

Time constraints. In the Telecom domain, there are tight real-time

equirements in protocols and user requirements (e.g., post-dial delay

s typically bounded [19]). In contrast, a best-effort response time is

ypically offered by services available along the Web.

Number of protocols. In the Web most of the communications

re based in synchronous protocols, mostly in HTTP. Conversely, in

elecom, there is a broad range of protocols, each one specific for

ome services (e.g., voice transfer and video) or networks (e.g., Wi-Fi,
obile, and fixed). In spite of the efforts for integrate all the protocols

ver the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP), that allows phone calls to be

ade over the Internet [92], current technologies require the imple-

entation of diverse protocols in order to be able to be integrated

ith legacy hardware and software.

.4. What is service composition?

In a broad sense, the process of creating a composite service by

ombining atomic services is known as “service composition”. This

omposition is required when the request of a client cannot be sat-

sfied by any single service. Due to the differences in standards, ser-

ice descriptions and formalisation of the involved processes, service

omposition is subsequently described separately for the Web and

elecom domains.

Service composition in the Web domain. According to the previ-

usly given description, service composition in the Web consists of

oining the individual services and defining the control flow and the

ata flow, similar to workflow approaches. The resulting composition

an be viewed from two perspectives: orchestration and choreogra-

hy. Orchestration describes the executable process that can inter-

ct through messages with both internal and external Web services.
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Fig. 3. Orchestration vs. choreography.
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Orchestration includes business logic and task-execution orderings

from one partner perspective.

Choreography tracks the sequences of messages among multi-

ple partners rather than in a specific process executed by a sin-

gle partner. Choreography is more collaborative that orchestration

and allows to describe the public message exchange between ser-

vices. Also, choreography is useful for establishing the rules for

the exchange of messages in order to guarantee interoperability

among different agents. In summary, orchestration describes an ex-

ecutable process while choreography specifies the protocol of peer-

to-peer interactions. Fig. 3 illustrates the relationship among both

concepts.

The main language for describing the composition of SOAP-based

services is the Web Services-Business Process Execution Language

(WS-BPEL) [47], often shortened to BPEL in many works. Business

process is a term used to describe the interaction between services

in terms of work and data flow. BPEL is an orchestration language

that models business processes that interact with external parties. In

BPEL each part is a service described using WSDL. BPEL includes rep-

resentation in XML of concepts such as data, control flow, data flow,

error handling and partners among others.

Listing 2 presents an example of a whole process in BPEL. In this

example, a process called AmericanAirline defines the partnerLinks

(services involved in the process) as well as the variables of the pro-

cess. The BPEL-based workflow of process is a sequence of task that

includes: receive, assign, and invoke (make a call-back). It is impor-

tant to note that the element invoke includes parameters related to

the service description defined in the WSDL such as operation and

portType.

BPEL does not include any graphical representation for business

processes, so other standards have appeared to provide such func-

tionality. The most used notation for graphical representation of busi-

ness processes in service composition is the Business Process Model

and Notation (BPMN) [93]. BPMN is a standard that provides a graph-

ical notation for specifying business processes and is very similar to

the activity diagrams of the Unified Modelling Language (UML) [94].

The goal of BPMN is offering a representation tool for both technical

and business users. To do so, BPMN provides a notation that is intu-

itive to business users, yet able to represent complex process seman-

tics. The BPMN specification also provides a mapping to particular

languages such as BPEL. Fig. 4 depicts an example of modelling with

BPMN.

Unlike the SOAP-based services, for composing REST-based ser-

vices there is still no a language standardized or broadly accepted.
ignificant researches are: (i) BPEL for REST [95] proposes an exten-

ion of BPEL that covers the composition of Web Services based on

OAP and REST by adding specialized activities as < get >, < post >,

nd < resource >, (ii) Bite [96] presents a lightweight and extensi-

le composition language to create workflows where the main enti-

ies of compositing are REST-based services; and (iii) the Lightweight

rocess Modelling Language (LPML) [97] allows to model a business

rocess, that uses Web 2.0 solutions, by means a subset of BPMN.

On the other hand, regardless of the method used to represent

he composite service, service composition in the Web is commonly

erformed at design time. In this sense, recently, non-technical users

ave begun to play an active role in service composition, especially by

reating their own services, called mashups, in the Web 2.0. Mashups

re composite Web applications focused on end-users and created by

ombining different resources available along the Web [98,99]. In this

ense, MDEs like Yahoo Pipes (see Fig. 5) allow users to create their

wn services by assembling service building blocks.

MDEs work with a rather limited set of services in comparison

ith all ones available on the Web, but at least offer some degree

f personalisation/customisation to users. Still, service composition

ade by users has some problematic issues such as the heteroge-

eous, dynamic, and spontaneous nature of their needs [37], which

urrent development environments directed towards them cannot

ddress yet.

Service composition in the Telecom domain. In Telecom, service

omposition is known as feature application composition [19] that

s as a process inherent to the establishment of any communication.

or instance, a basic call service between two subscribers involves

ultiple features, such as voice mail, call forwarding, and call waiting.

ll these features are invoked in a sequence even if the user is never

ware of the feature composition.

Similarly to the individual service description, in the Telecom do-

ain, there is a shortcoming related to the little consensus about

tandard descriptions for service composition. In recent years, the

elcoML [40] and DiaGen [100] were proposed for coping with such

hortcoming. TelcoML has been proposed by the Object Management

roup (OMG) [40], offering a UML Profile for designing advanced and

ntegrated telecom services. In turn, DiaGen is a framework based on

he implementation of a declarative language over Java that provides

ervice discovery and high-level communication mechanisms. Such a

ramework also generates the class skeletons of composite services.

On the other hand, some standards, such as the IP Multime-

ia Subsystem (IMS) [62], Parlay X [101], and OneAPI [61], aim to

arry out composition of individual Telecom services into new more
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Listing 2. Example of a BPEL process.
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Fig. 4. Simplified example of a process modelled using BPMN.
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omplex services, leveraging the reuse and standardisation of subja-

ent technologies [19]. In general terms: (i) IMS can be seen as an

rchitectural framework for delivering IP multimedia services by per-

itting the integration of services based among others on SOAP, REST,

nd SIP, (ii) Parlay X introduces the concept of Telco Web services to

llow the creation of composite services; and (iii) ONEAPI exposes

etwork facilities as services, aiming to facilitate the combination of

hese facilities with services from the Web domain.

Like service composition in the Web, the service composition in

he Telecom domain may also be carried out by using SCEs [4] and

DEs [5,6]. These environments allow the user to combine services

unctionalities using drag-and-drop and wire tools that hide the tech-

ical details of technologies like IMS, Parlay X, and ONEAPI. Fig. 6 de-

icts a screenshot of Radisys [43] that is an example of a typical SCE.

n the user interface of Radisys, the functionalities to be composed

raphically in the central canvas are located at the left pane.

.5. What is convergent service composition?

The term “convergent” has been used widely in telecom and com-

uter networks with different meanings: to describe the fusion of

xed and mobile services [2], or as a synonymous of the NGN that

epresents the integration of the Internet and the Public Switched

elephone Network (PSTN) [3]. As previously stated, we use the term

convergent” as efficient coexistence of services available on the Tele-
om and Web domains to provide innovative and more complex ser-

ices to the user.

The rise of composition of services appears in the midst of a grow-

ng expectation of traffic volume by telecom operators. This is due

o the increasing offer of added-value services to customers in addi-

ion to traditional voice and data communication [102]. Novel added-

alue services combine features from the Telecom with technologies

f the Web; this combination is known as “convergent composition”

23] or “unified composition” [19].

To illustrate what the process of convergent composition is, we

resent an example in the Early Warning Management domain in

hich an environmental manager must make decisions regarding

he environmental alarms of a region. He/she can request informa-

ion from sensor networks deployed at several spots and can also

se services available on a telecommunication network and the Web

o process basic data and send information to both farmers and
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Fig. 5. Service composition using Yahoo Pipes.

Fig. 6. The Radisys SCE [43].
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Fig. 7. Architecture for management of environmental early warnings.
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ctuators. Fig. 7 presents a sketch of an environmental management

ystem.

As the environmental manager may come from fields like biology

r agriculture, his/her technological background may be low. Also,

lectronic devices in the area may be scarce and not reliable or ob-

olete. Furthermore, the data network coverage may be deficient too.

hus, the preferred way to enter information to the system is by voice

nd in natural language. This way, users do not have to know how the

ystem internally works and can make requests from regular mobile

evices or landline phones. Commonly, the user expresses his/her re-

uest informally. Here are two examples of requests in natural lan-

uage: (i) “I need to compute the hydrological balance of zone 1”; (ii)

If the river flow of zone 2 is greater than 15% of the safety limit on av-

rage, send a warning to every farmer within a radius of 2 miles from

he river and create an action map including emergency and rescue

roups”.

In the first request, a service composition could be: gathering in-

ormation from the sensors in zone 1, using hydrological services

rom the Internet to process the sensed data, obtaining the hydro-

ogical balance map from Google maps, composing the final image,

nd sending it to the user by the Multimedia Message Service (MMS).

In the second request, a service composition could be: sensor data

re evaluated and, if necessary, an emergency map is created. The

ap is created drawing a radius of 2 miles around each sensor report-

ng danger. To do so the system may search for geographical services

vailable in the Web. Finally, the system informs about the alarm to

he farmers inside the emergency area. The most convenient way to

end the information is selected: SMS, Cell Phone call, fixed telephone

all, or voice message.

In both request examples, services from the Web and Telecom are

sed for attending user request. Additionally, the context of the user

or both farmers and managers must be considered in order to get a

ervice composition that fulfils the needs of the user adequately. For

nstance, if the user is currently driving then a service could automat-

cally provide information through voice, such as SIRI [16] and Vlingo

103], instead of text. Another way of taking into account the context

f the user is allowing services that can be triggered under specific

onditions; for example, it might be possible to determine whether a

escue vehicle is close to an affected area, in which case an emergency

otification would be triggered [102].

. Convergent service composition

In a general sense, the process for carrying out convergent ser-

ice composition can be decomposed in several relatively indepen-
ent steps, beginning with the user request and ending with the ex-

cution of the composite service. The whole process (see Fig. 8) can

hus be divided into four phases: creation, generation, adaptation and

xecution.

An important consideration to be noted is that the automation of

ach phase is independent of the automation of the rest of the other

hases. This means that the automation of the whole service compo-

ition can be described as the sum of the automation of its parts. Next,

ach phase is described as well as the automation level expected.

.1. Creation phase

In this phase, the user (advanced or novice) specifies the user re-

uest (i.e., ru) in a natural way in order to be solved by the system (see

ig. 8, phase a). The user specifies ru through a device or computer

hat hides any technical (platform or language) detail and allows him

o clearly state his necessities with his own words. Such ru needs to

e translated to a machine understandable representation (i.e., rm).

n example of the input and output of the creation phase may be: ru:

I want to receive the route to the closest ATM in my cell phone” and rm:

et(calMap(myPosition, ATM)).

In the creation phase, the automation is associated with the capa-

ility of the system to extract rm from ru without the intervention of

he user. This type of automation is mainly required when the exper-

ise of the user is not advanced, so he/she cannot specify the request

irectly in the machine understandable format.

.2. Generation phase

The next step in the process for convergent service composition

onsists on translating the machine understandable request rm into
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Fig. 9. Graphical representation of the composite service.
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an abstract composite service (i.e., CSa). CSa represents a set of atomic

activities that need to be performed in order to satisfy ru (see Fig. 8,

phase b). This set of atomic services can be described as a business

process or an algorithm.

Fig. 9 depicts a possible graphical representation for a CSa that fol-

lows the following actions sequence: (i) myPos = calLocation(here)—

the location of the user is obtained and stored in a variable,

(ii) dest = calLocation(ATM)—the destination location is found, (iii)

map = calMap(myPos, dest)—the drawing of the map from the lo-

cation of the user to the closest ATM is achieved; and (iv) finally,

sendMMS(map, phoneNumber)—the drawn map is sent to the mobile

phone by MMS. This is also an example of service composition in

which Telecom services (e.g., calLocation, sendMMS) and Web func-

tionalities (e.g., calMap) are needed.

The process of automation of the generation phase may be carried

out in two ways: from scratch or using predefined templates. The for-

mer implies that a basic composite service does not exist at all and

therefore must be created. The second type of generation is based on

templates, which means that a basic template of the composite ser-

vice describing the flow of activities is already defined and the user

request triggers an adaptation of this flow, for example by selecting

the implementation services in each occasion.

In both ways of automation, the generation of convergent service

composition requires the selection of discovery of services for each

task of the composite service. This process consists on the identifi-

cation of a service that can potentially be used in the context of a

new convergent service. This includes the comparison of expected

services with the existing ones, which is called matching. Since in-

dividual services are commonly isolated, their format and semantics

are also heterogeneous even if their purpose may be similar, so it is

necessary to employ matching algorithms.

Researchers have developed diverse matching approaches [104]:

(i) exact syntactic equivalence in which a word comparison of names

of services and attributes is performed, looking for an exact match-

ing, (ii) approximate match that offers functions to consider accept-

able differences between words; and (iii) semantic match that uses

semantic distance, which is associated with the conceptual similarity

using concepts networks named ontologies.

4.3. Adaptation phase

In this phase, the abstract service composition (CSa) is translated

to an executable plan, called CSx (see Fig. 8, phase c). This translation
Listing 3. Example of Java exec
s conducted to enable the execution of convergent services in tech-

ological platforms. Listing 3 depicts, using the Java Language, the CSx

f the above exemplified CSa.

The automation of the adaptation phase consists on creating the

xecutable or interpretable code in a programming language like

ava/Python or in a declarative language like BPEL/Bite without re-

uiring the intervention of a developer.

.4. Execution and reconfiguration phases

The execution phase (see Fig. 8, phase d) is responsible for man-

ging the lifecycle of CSx. Therefore, in this phase, the convergent ser-

ice is deployed into an execution environment (e.g., a server) to be

ubsequently executed. The execution phase is inherently automatic:

nce the user deploys the service, it runs in the execution environ-

ent without human intervention.

The reconfiguration phase is required, for instance, when a

alfunction (e.g., server failure) or an error (e.g., a Web ser-

ice becomes offline) happens during the execution of CSx. The

sual procedure for reconfiguring a convergent service consists

n notifying the developer/user, who must go to the correspond-

ng SCE/MDE for re-examining the whole composition process.

omplete automation of this phase requires the composite ser-

ice to be monitored and reconfigured automatically in case of

ailure [105].

. Service creation

As afore defined, service creation is the process of translating

he user request to a language or descriptor understandable by the

omputer. For instance, the translation may be done from the re-

uest expressed in natural language to BPEL/Bite language or to ex-

cutable code. This phase depends largely on the level of exper-

ise and the device used by the user. If the user is an expert and

ses a desktop personal computer, a graphical interface for creat-

ng workflows is very suitable. On the contrary, the same interface

s not suitable for a non-expert user, or for another user who may

e driving when needs to compose a service for satisfying his/her

eeds.

In terms of academic research, a clear separation between pro-

rammers/developers (a.k.a., professional users) and end-user needs

o be done according to the conclusion of European SPICE [31] and

PUCE [27] projects. In this way, in the following subsections, the

ain approaches for service creation will be exposed considering

ocus on professional users (i.e., SCE-based approaches) and end-

sers (i.e., approaches using natural language processing—NLP—and

ashup-based approaches). Most of them comes from academic

nitiatives.
utable composite service.
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.1. SCE-based approaches

SCEs ease the service creation by offering mechanisms for inte-

rating services and functionalities graphically. This idea was initially

uggested by researchers that proposed the use of Integrated Devel-

pment Environments (IDE) able to visually integrate atomic compo-

ents representing Telecom and Web 2.0 services [30].

The SCE proposed by the European OPUCE project offers intuitive

ools for graphical creation of composite services [26,27,30]. This SCE

llows the integration of Web and Telecom services taking into ac-

ount some user profile criteria. Furthermore, the SCE of OPUCE in-

ludes a semantic browser and a translator to BPEL.

HSCEE is other research work that carries out SCE [28]. This work

part of providing a low latency execution environment for conver-

ent services also offers a template-based service creation platform.

n important shortcoming of HSCEE is that it is based on BPEL tem-

lates where most of the design tasks must be done manually, which

akes it ill-suited for automatic service composition.

Another SCE-based approach was proposed in the field of the Ar-

ificial Intelligence (AI) [11]. Such approach aims at automating the

eb Services composition under semantic awareness by AI planning

echniques and a graphical environment in which even non-expert

sers (i.e., end-users) can create composite services. One of the most

triking characteristics of this approach is that the expertise required

y non-experts for carrying out composition activities is essentially

imilar to discover and invoke an atomic Web Service.

In the TeamCom project arose other SCE-based approach that de-

cribes the development of added-value services through a tool based

n BPEL [53]. This tool additionally allows to translate to Java and de-

loy on a Telecom execution server the developed added-value ser-

ices.

Finally, regarding SCE-based approaches, it is important to high-

ight that in recent years, the concept of Service Delivery Frameworks

as also been proposed to provide service creation in convergent sce-

arios [25]. We consider these frameworks just like other form to re-

er a solution using SCEs.

.2. Mashup-based approaches

As an alternative to SCEs, an important trend of research has

merged around the mashup technology that allows creating solu-

ions, named mashups. These mashups are composite Web applica-

ions centred in end-users and created by combining different re-

ources available along the Web [98,99]. End-user centric means that

ashups may be developed by users who usually do not have ad-

anced programming skills [37], leveraging MDEs that tend to be user

riendly and hide technical details [34]. Furthermore, mashups en-

ourage the cooperation among end-users and the reuse of existing

eb applications [106,107].

The proponents of the use of mashups for creation of convergent

ervices promote the generation of mechanisms for service compo-

ition from both Web and Telecom using friendly interfaces. This is

one following the Web mashups philosophy based on the fact that

large number of services are accessible over the Web through open

nterfaces.

An example of mashup-based approach for service composition

s a framework that introduces the concept of mobile mashups [33].

his framework proposes a device-independent architecture applica-

le to both the server and the device side that allows integrating de-

ice capabilities (e.g., camera and Bluetooth) with Telecom features

nd Web accessible services.

MARIO [51] is a tool that implements a “pursuit of desires” pat-

ern, in which users set their preferences by selecting tags describing

ervices to which they want to subscribe. The internal composer of

ARIO makes the correspondence between the tags and the exist-
ng services. Such correspondence is in turn refined by the user until

e/she gets the final composition.

In the domain of added-value convergent services, a reference

rchitecture was proposed to facilitate the provisioning of telco

ashups for end-users [20]. A telco mashup is a composite ser-

ice that combines functionalities from telecommunication networks

e.g., streaming, quality of service, and billing) and device capabilities

e.g., geographic location and health information) with services (e.g.,

nstant messaging and IP telephony) accessible via Web-based proto-

ols. In the literature, we did not find a prototype of a mashup system

r a telco mashup that implements this reference architecture.

In the network management domain, a mashup-based approach

as proposed to deal with the security problem of botnets, in an

ore flexible, extensible, and usable way [74]. This approach was car-

ied out in a mashup application. The mashup built (called botnet

ashup) integrates dynamically botnet information collected from

xisting mitigation tools, such as sandboxes and antiviruses, with

eographic location retrieved from online mapping and geolocation

PIs.

A mashup system was also introduced to evaluate qualitatively

he feasibility of using Web 2.0 technologies on network manage-

ent [108]. Using the proposed system prototype, a mashup (called

GP mashup) was built in order to monitor the traffic of the Border

ateway Protocol (BGP) among two autonomous systems by integrat-

ng traffic router information. This integrated information was col-

ected by using the Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP)

nd presented by combining images retrieved from a generator of

raffic graphs and maps generated from a mapping service.

As a continuation of the two works above cited, a generic archi-

ecture was proposed to support the composing of network manage-

ent applications [5]. This architecture was carried out in a MDE that

llows network administrators to design their own management ap-

lications through the composition of network management and ser-

ices available in the Web. The qualitative evaluation of the proposed

rchitecture was conducted by analysing the development of the BGP

ashup and the botnet mashup previously referred.

As an evolution on using mashups for network management arose

he concept of mashments [13,14]. Mashments are solutions based

n the Situation Management (SM) discipline and the mashup tech-

ology that aim to facilitate the work of network administrators

hen facing unexpected, heterogeneous, and dynamic situations. To

chieve such aim, mashments combine diverse types of resources

data, application logic, and user interfaces) from multiple providers

from the Web and the network management) and automate the in-

estigative and control aspects of SM.

An important shortcoming of the mashup-based approaches

bove cited is that the selection of atomic services used for creating

ashups is performed manually by using mainly searches based on

eywords. In this sense and with the goal of overcoming such short-

oming, in the literature of service composition arose diverse and rel-

vant semantic mashup approaches. For instance, SensorMashup is a

emantic-based platform aimed to facilitate the creation of mashups

y following the linked open data principle [76] that enables the

ynamic discovery, integration, and querying of heterogeneous data

ources. This platform provides a visual composer that allows end-

sers to easily publish sensors as data sources identified by URIs and

o rapidly combine/link such sensors for building up mashups.

In service composition, other groundbreaking approach was pro-

osed for improving the process of developing mashups by adding se-

antic service discovery capabilities [77]. In a general way, these ca-

abilities were added by combining semantic Web Services discovery

rameworks, Universal Description Discovery and Integration (UDDI)

epositories, and existing mashup tools.

In the Cloud Computing domain, a semantic-based approach was

roposed to make the engineering process of creating mashups more

gile and flexible [78]. In particular, this approach uses the Cloud
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Table 3

Comparison of approaches for service creation.

Approach Access Automation Expertise required

Mashup-based Any Web-enabled device Low Medium

SCE-based A personal computer with the SCE installed None High

NLP-based Any personal computer or phone High Low
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Computing technology to increase the number of public REST APIs

and further introduces the Semantic Annotation for Web Application

Description Language (SAWADL) to carry out the semantisation of

such APIs. SAWADL is a WADL extension that enables the annotation,

combination, and deployment of REST APIs, aiming to facilitate the

development of mashups in a cloud environment.

Instead of relying on the expertise of the user as the above men-

tioned mashup-based approaches, other ones focus on capturing the

user request, defined in a specific/proprietary description language

of composition, and translating it into composite services. In the ap-

proaches using these specific or proprietary languages, the compos-

ite service description made by the user is translated into a process

definition language (e.g., BPEL and/or BPEL for REST) before being ex-

ecuted. For instance, in the SOA4All project [97], non-expert users in-

teract with a graphical process editor called SOA4All Studio to create

new composite services. This editor directly interacts with a reason-

ing engine that creates a composed service by inferring in a semantic

way the most suitable connection among parameters of the services

exposed on it.

5.3. NLP-based approaches

Recent approaches have also explored the application of NLP tech-

niques to automate the composition of services. These approaches

have been used mostly in intelligent home environments [35,36] and

offer mechanisms to map words to basic functionalities of the system.

The goal of a NLP-based system is to extract the workflow of the com-

posite service from the user request expressed in natural language.

In the domain of environmental early warnings, a NLP-based

system named AUTO was proposed for composite service creation

[38,39]. In AUTO, the user defines his/her demand and context infor-

mation using natural language. This demand is handled by a request

processing module that is responsible for transforming natural lan-

guage and context information into a plan of composite service. This

plan combines services from the Web and Telecom domains.

In the SPICE project, a specialized language called SPATEL [31] was

proposed to describe service compositions formed by RESTful ser-

vices (i.e., RESTful is a Java implementation of the REST architectural

style) and Telecom features. These descriptions are interpreted by a

translator module [32] that is responsible for generating code for spe-

cific execution technologies. SPATEL and the translator module are

the core of the generation and execution of composite services of-

fered by the SPICE platform.

5.4. Comparison

After surveying the previous approaches, it can be stated that the

works in the service creation phase can be classified in three groups:

SCE-based, mashup-based, and NLP-based. Each one of them has dif-

ferent particular elements that make them suitable for distinct en-

vironments. Table 3 summarizes the differences between the three

approaches.

SCE-based approaches offer an incomparable technical detail for

convergent service composition. When employing SCEs, the limit on

the intricacy of the service composition depends only on the number

of available services and the knowledge of the user. However, this ob-

viously requires the user to be an expert in the specific application

domain. Furthermore, because the complexity and nature of SCEs,
sually they must be installed in a desktop personal computer, which

reatly restricts the mobility of the user.

SCE allows to create convergent services with a remarkable level

f detail, these interfaces allow to customize different aspects of the

ervices and the subjacent protocols. Unlike Web services, the pro-

ocol in telecom environments is very important for the provision of

he service and may directly benefit the quality of services. Therefore

CE might be a very good alternative for technical and experts when

efining the template of convergent services that could be used later

n further phases of automated composition.

Mashup-based approaches, in turn, offer more alternatives by en-

bling service creation from Web graphical interfaces that do not

eed to be installed in any desktop personal computer. Additionally,

he usability as well as the range of audience for these interfaces is

igger than for SCEs. The main disadvantage over SCEs is the loss of

xpressive power when creating complex compositions, which may

e too simple for the needs of some users.

Some approaches create Mashups automatically from natural lan-

uage request and allow to refine some details at a later time. On the

ther hand, Mashups are generally open an may be shared and reused

hich may lead to a collaborative creation of convergent services.

The approaches based on SCE and mashups allow creating com-

osite services that may be defined using different languages, such

s BPEL, Bite, LPML, and BPEL for REST. In these approaches, the core

f the service composition task is completely carried out in a man-

al way. In this way, the novelty of the application of NLP-based ap-

roaches is that, in some scenarios, the user just requests his/her de-

ire or goal in natural language and does not define the workflow of

he composite service. This workflow is obtained automatically from

he user request by the NLP system. Furthermore, by using voice as

he primary input medium, a NLP system may be used with any kind

f calling device.

Existing research results have shown that creation phase have

een automated significantly when natural language is used. How-

ver, several important issues are open:

i) To map user request and context to a service is a big chal-

enge, especially when the service does not have a standard inter-

ace description like in telecommunications domain, many semantic

pproaches translate requests to formal representations using natu-

al language processing techniques and ontologies. These approaches

ave good performance in specific domains [109]. The main idea are

xtract concepts from the user request and match them with service

oncepts [110].

ii) There exist some differences between finding services on Tele-

om and on the Web. The main challenge of finding a service in tele-

om environment is the lack of standard descriptions for the func-

ional properties of services. Some approaches for automated cre-

tion uses traditional Web representations for Telecom environments

uch as WSDL, however the trend of moving telecom facilities to the

eb such as Skype or Twillio allow to glimpse the use of semantic

epresentations of Services.

. Service generation

As above described, the service generation is related to the cre-

tion/composition of a chain or a linked set of services that can be

epresented as a business process encoded, for instance, in BPEL or
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Fig. 10. Static workflow-based composition.
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Fig. 11. Dynamic workflow-based composition.
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PEL for REST. There exists a broad range of research approaches

round the topic of automated/semi-automated service composi-

ion in the Web domain, most of which is applicable to convergent

omposition. Such approaches can be divided into two categories:

orkflow-based approaches and approaches that employ AI tech-

iques.

.1. Workflow-based generation

The approaches on service generation using workflow-based tech-

iques assume that a composite process can be perceived as a work-

ow. The workflow of a composite service includes a set of atomic

ervices along with a data and control flow [104]. Workflow-based

pproaches can be subdivided into two groups: static, template, and

ynamic composition.

The static composition (see Fig. 10) means that user builds an ab-

tract process model or template at design time, and then at execu-

ion time atomic services are selected automatically from a set of

andidate services. Graphically the composite service is depicted as

directed acyclic graph, with control and dataflow [111]. This graph

efines the order of execution of the nodes of the process, in which

he nodes are automatically bound with particular services. This au-

omation focuses mainly on the automation of the instantiation pro-

ess [73].

The use of template-based composition is located at the middle

f static and dynamic composition. Using templates, the user retains

ontrol over the process and automatic techniques can be employed

o customize and implement the process, achieving very good per-

ormance and quality [112,113]. The template-based composition de-

ends on whether standard procedures are available for the partic-

lar domain of application, such as in medical protocols [111]. The

emplates can be parameterized with respect to some variables to al-

ow customisation based on user needs and preferences [92].

A concept that uses templates is the Hierarchical Task Networks

HTN) [64]. HTN planning is especially promising for service compo-

ition because its concept of task decomposition is very similar to the

oncept of composite process decomposition. In HTN planning, a task

epresents the activities to perform. A task may be either primitive or

ompound (which in our case represents an individual and composite

ervice respectively). A compound task is one that needs to be decom-

osed into smaller tasks using a method. Methods indicate how to

ecompose a compound task into a partially ordered set of subtasks,

ach of which can be again compound or primitive. The lowest level

ask that cannot be decomposed further is called a planning operator.

n service composition the highest level task or goal is extracted from

he user request and the lowest level planning operator represents a

rimitive service directly associated with implementation services.

The dynamic composition proposes the generation of the ser-

ice abstract model automatically. In this way, individual services

re selected in an automatic way (see Fig. 11). Some relevant ap-

roaches on dynamic composition are, first, a rule-based solution for

emi-automated composition that offers the user the ability to guide

he composition process [71]. In this solution, the user defines the

ow and the rules that allow automatically building the composition.
econd, a mechanism that works by synthesising its workflow based

n the semantics of the components and the context of users [72].

his mechanism composes applications requested in natural lan-

uage considering in addition to the context the preferences of the

ser. These preferences are extracted from user-specified rules and

lso via learning.

Important shortcomings of the workflow-based composition are

hat it usually requires extensive domain knowledge and at least

ome degree of manual implementation by developers, making it dif-

cult, time consuming, and error-prone [111]. In order to overcome

uch shortcomings arose the service composition based on AI.

.2. AI-based generation

One important group of approaches is focused on semantics. Se-

antic composition has been used widely for services composition.

he main idea is to add semantic information to methods and I/O pa-

ameters in order to judge the matching degree between services by

alculating semantic similarity of concepts in ontology tree [114]. Fur-

hermore, some authors extract concepts from user goal description

nd matched them with ontology concepts so as to guide the ser-

ices composition [115]. For example, Slaimi et al. [116] present an

pproach called OVWSC (Ontology based Web Service Composition)

hat includes two phases: first the domain service ontology is filtered

or reducing the services research’s space. Second, an abstract work-

ow representing the composite service is generated.

In spite of the high precision that might be achieved with se-

antic techniques for services composition, some limitations exist:

) this process is time-consuming due to the inference required dur-

ng search. ii) The lack of unified ontologies in different domains pre-

ents its spread. ii) It requires users to have enough domain knowl-

dge to perform semantic annotation and searching, which is not

easible in real application [117]. For improving performances of se-

antic search, some approaches present structures such as quick Ex-

ended Quick Service Query List (EQSQL) [117]; these structures asso-

iate service and request concepts at design time in order to decrease

he search time. In [118] the author presents a platform for context-

ware service composition based on user-defined rules. The platform

nterprets ontology descriptions of services and creates user-defined

ules based on the ontology description of services. Zhang et al. [119]

resent a review of the recent research methods on semantic Web

ervice composition.

Nowadays, many approaches for service composition integrate di-

erse AI techniques: such as rule-engines and logic reasoning, for

xample. Tang et al. [120] present a method for automatic Web Ser-

ice Composition based on logical inference of Horn clauses and Petri

ets. The problem of service composition is transformed into the

ogical inference problem of Horn clauses by exploring the depen-

ency relations among services. Besides, the authors present an algo-

ithm for determining if the composite service exists in linear time.

i et al. [121] present a novel composition mechanism by extending

WL-S model. This mechanism consider user preferences and com-

ines the strong knowledge representation and reasoning capabili-

ies of Description logic with the modelling capability of action state
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Fig. 12. Automated service composition.

Fig. 13. Graphical representation of the composite service [50].
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transformations in AI planning, and finally testifies its availability in

DL. Finally, Priya and Chandramathi [122] present an approach for

QoS based web service selection. The authors address the composi-

tion of Web services using a Fuzzy rule based system. This composi-

tion allows imprecise information to be considered and help to model

highly complex problems that have multi dimensional data.

Different techniques from AI have been applied in automated

composition, the most successful up to date being automated plan-

ning [10,121]. Fig. 12 depicts the general automated service composi-

tion in which the process model (i.e., service model) is created auto-

matically.

Automated planning can be defined as the task of coming up au-

tomatically with a sequence of actions that achieve a goal [123]. In

planning there are three types of elements: states, goals, and actions.

Given an initial state, the goals and the set of possible actions, a plan-

ning system must find a sequence of actions (called plan) that leads

to some state in which the goals are true.

An action in automated planning is specified in terms of precon-

ditions and effects. The preconditions are the facts that must hold

true before the action can be executed, while the effects depict how

the state changes when the action is executed. In this way, a service

can be seen as an action and the composite service as a plan [73].

This kind of composition is automatic and does not require knowl-

edge about some predefined workflow.

Several approaches have emerged from AI strengthened by the

fact that OWL-S [90], the language of choice for the semantic descrip-

tion of Web services based on SOAP maintains a similar structure to

the description languages used in automated planning [10]. In this

sense, for instance, an adaptation and extension of Golog was pro-

posed to allow automated construction of composite services [66].

Similarly, an approach that combines HTN and automated planning

was introduced for generating service composition [69]. This ap-

proach allows the implementation of preferences during service com-

position.

Other relevant AI-based approaches are, first, a proposal that in-

cludes a semantic description of the composition process and of the

discovery of the atomic services [11]. Second, a framework for com-

position based on automated planning that uses an algorithm for ser-

vice discovery for consider QoS requirements as well as transactional

constraints during the service generation process [65]. Third, a solu-

tion that proposes to employ planning in NGN by modelling Telecom

services using situation calculus and reducing the composition prob-

lem to a planning task [68].

6.3. Comparison

For service generation, there are a lot of manual (i.e., workflow-

based) and automatic (i.e., AI-based) approaches. The service genera-

tion based on workflow requires that the users to know the domain

in order to define the workflow. Thus, in a broad sense, a workflow-

based approach may become cumbersome, error-prone, and infeasi-

ble for large or even medium scale service composition.

Contrary to manual composition, AI-based automatic generation

tends to scale better as the size of the composition increases. Most

of the work so far has been done on automated planning; a small

description of the basic planning algorithms and their application to
he service composition problems can be found in the survey “Cur-

ent State and Challenges of Automatic Planning in Web Service Com-

osition” [124]. In general terms, the automatic service composition

roblem can be reduced in some cases to the Boolean satisfiability

roblem [125], a well-known NP-complete problem. In this sense, al-

orithms that carry out exhaustive search may work for small scale

ompositions, but for larger problems approximate algorithms that

nd sub-optimal solutions are more desirable [104].

To finish this comparison, it is also important to highlight that

or service generation, approaches based on AI and workflow can

e combined (i.e., these approaches can be complementary). For

nstance, a framework was introduced for intelligently navigating

ervice composition [70]. This framework consists of two primary

rocessing modules: the Planning Module and the Constraint Sat-

sfaction Problems (CSP) Solving Module. Taking advantage of the

unctional attributes of the services, the Planning Module aims to

roduce referred composite plans that function as general patterns.

he CSP Solving Module focuses on selecting qualified services

o implement the composite plans, based on their non-functional

ttributes evaluation.

. Service adaptation and execution

In this section, at starting, we present approaches about the ser-

ice adaptation phase. Later, we present research addressing the ser-

ice execution and reconfiguration phases.

.1. Approaches for service adaptation

The adaptation phase translates the composite service into an exe-

utable component runnable on a Telecom application. In this sense,

he automation of the adaptation phase consists of translating the

omposite service into an executable component without human in-

ervention.

The most remarkable approach for automated service adaptation

s presented within the scope of the TeamCom project [49,50,52] (see

ig. 13), which deals with cases in which the developer describes the

usiness process using BPEL but the resulting BPEL process is not nec-

ssarily executable on a BPEL-engine. The TeamCom platform trans-

ates the resulting BPEL process in XML; next, these files are in turn

ransformed into Java code that is deployable on a JAIN Service Logic

xecution Environment (JSLEE) server [53].

.2. Industrial approaches for service execution

Regarding composition of services in the Web, the predominant

ision for representing composite services is BPEL and its extensions

ike BPEL for REST (see Fig. 14). Notwithstanding such predominance

or representing business process, BPEL/BPEL4REST have not been de-

eloped for control of specific communication services [50], particu-

arly in real time like usually Telecom services require. Consequently,

PEL and its associated execution servers are not appropriate in the

ense that they cannot provide the availability requirements neces-

ary for convergent service execution [48]. In this way, we consider

hat the best option for executing convergent services must be found

n the range of approaches coming from the Telecom domain. The
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Fig. 14. Graphical representation of a composite service.

Fig. 15. Layers of IMS.
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Fig. 16. Overview of JSLEE architecture [130].
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ollowing paragraphs present a summary of the Telecom technolo-

ies that provide alternatives for service composition execution.

From the Telecom industrial perspective, IMS [62] is the most im-

ortant global architecture for service execution. IMS is an NGN ar-

hitectural framework for delivering multimedia services based on IP

nd SIP. In its origins IMS represented an approach to delivering “In-

ernet services” over data services for 2G and 3G mobile networks.

he purpose of IMS was later updated for supporting also Wireless

ocal Area Networks (WLAN), mobile protocols, and fixed lines. An

mportant characteristic of IMS is that it uses standard technolo-

ies for its communications in order to provide convergence of ser-

ices. Despite the potential that IMS has, the migration to IMS-based

latforms has been overall slow due to the high cost of updating

he equipment and software for Telecom management necessary to

dopt IMS.

Fig. 15 presents the layers of IMS. The Access layer manages the

onnection of users with IMS terminals, such as phones, personal

igital assistants (PDAs), and computers, through different protocols.

he only requirement is that these devices must support IP and SIP.

ost of the protocols of mobile Telecom networks (e.g., the general

acket radio service—GPRS) and wireless networks (e.g., WLAN) are

upported. Other non IMS-compatible phone systems like traditional

elephone devices (i.e., PSTN terminals) are supported through gate-

ays.

The Control layer manages the authentication and routing; this

ayer also provides the capability of associating or composing services

rom the Services layer. The main element in this layer is called the

all Session Control Function which orchestrates the interaction be-

ween the services in the service layer. IMS uses a simple orchestra-

ion mechanism to select the services that are needed within a Tele-

om session. However, this method is not dynamic, so any service

hat a user might need is placed in the chain of services, regardless of

heir actual usefulness for a given session.

The Services layer holds all of the actual set of services. This

et includes traditional Telecom services, such as call forwarding

nd voicemail, as well as services accessible via Web-based pro-

ocols. The IMS services may be installed in application servers

r in media servers. In the Service layer, most of the researchers
49,50,52,126–128] have focused on the use of JSLEE as the subjacent

pplication server for executing convergent services.

JSLEE (see Fig. 16) is a high throughput and low latency event pro-

essing application environment. It provides a robust platform for

apid development and deployment of convergent services. The ac-

ess to network resources and services available in the Web is offered

y the Resource Adapters (RAs). Furthermore, the use of RAs allows

quipping the JSLEE platform with capabilities such as Authentica-

ion, Authorisation, and Accounting (AAA) among many others [129].

JSLEE includes a component model to structure the logic of con-

ergent applications where the basic services (from the Telecom

nd/or the Web domain) are represented as Service Building Blocks

SBBs). JSLEE also enables the composition of SBBs by combining two

r more basic services. Recent studies have demonstrated that JAIN

LEE is suitable for provisioning of convergent services in production

nvironments by using commercial solutions, such as the Mobicents

AIN SLEE [131] and the Rhino Application Server [132]. In this sense,

or instance, some works [128,130] have demonstrated that even for

omplex services, the throughput obtained is comparable with the

raffic handled by a large gateway node of an VoIP operator.

The other type of Java application servers that can be used in the

ervices layer of IMS is based on the SIPServlet specification [63].

IPServlet contains and manages SIP applications and provides ac-

ess to SIP mechanisms via a Java API. The SIPServlet API defines a

omponent called Application Router (AR) which is responsible for

he selection and composition of services. In this sense, the Ericsson

omposition platform [59] is a SOA-based solution that allows the

omposition of convergent applications using services from Web, en-

erprise and Telecom domains, for both circuit-switched and IP-based

ervices. This solution selects the services to be used and informs

MS about the SIP service to be executed. Other approaches [133,134]

ave explored the integration of SIP-based servers (e.g., Sailfin) with

ava Enterprise Edition Servers (e.g., GlassFish) to conduct IMS service

omposition.

Parlay X [101] is an important alternative to provide convergent

ervices in NGN-based networks, permitting the use of Web services

n the Telecom domain. Parlay X [60,135] is an standard that com-

rises a set of services (from the Web and Telecom domains) offered

ike APIs that facilitate the composition of more complex functionali-

ies to be provided in Telecom networks. An example of a commercial

erver supporting Parlay X is the Unified Service Platform ZXUP10 of

TE Inc [136].

OneAPI [61] appears as an evolution of Parlay X. OneAPI is also a

et of supported APIs that exposes network capabilities, such as mes-

aging, payments, and location, on the Internet. Using such guide-

ines any mobile operator or service provider may implement or use

neAPI. As an example, any messaging service could be used by any

ther application for sending SMS messages. Regarding the ONEAPI

s also important to note that it already provides simple interfaces for

ifferent Telecom and Web protocols, HTTP among them. Supporting
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Fig. 17. General diagram of ESB functioning.
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HTTP, ONEAPI can execute convergent applications formed by SOAP-

based services, Telecom features, and RESTful services. In this vein,

some companies provide Telecom services under subscription over

the internet using SIP protocol, among them: Hoiio [54], Tropo [55],

Twillio [58], CallFire [56], and Skype [57]. Each one of these compa-

nies provides their own languages to describe the offered functional-

ities.

7.3. Academic approaches for service execution

Recently, some academic alternatives have reaffirmed the prepon-

derance of JSLEE [137]. In this sense, a service platform was pro-

posed in order to fulfilling the Telecom requirements (i.e., low latency,

real time, and fine-grained events) when convergent services are re-

quested. This platform is event-based architecture, provides asyn-

chronous iteration, and supports JSLEE [45].

Other existing approaches [29,48,128,135] mix JSLEE with Enter-

prise Service Bus (ESB) to support convergence service composition

over heterogeneous networks. ESB (see Fig. 17) is an architectural

model that provides a common connectivity layer between services

of the Web. Services supported by ESBs are not restricted by a proto-

col like HTTP nor have to be described by a specific descriptor such

as WSDL. In the ESB world, a service is a functional component that

is used as a meta-data descriptor understandable by computers. Such

descriptor is published so it can be used without needing the imple-

mentation of the service. All clients communicate with the ESB in the

same way; in turn the ESB is on charge of the translation of mes-

sages (format and structure) between client and provider services

[138].

On the other hand, some approaches [139,140] propose the in-

tegration of SIP and BPEL for the execution of convergent services.

These approaches present, for instance, the abstract design of a hy-

brid multimedia conference framework with low latency services,

which allows the execution of both primitive and composite confer-

ence services.

Finally, HSCEE [28] is an approach that employs ESB, JSLEE, and

BPEL to carry out template-based service composition. HSCEE was

employed to build a prototype of a typical communication multi-

media conferencing system based on Web services. This system can

concurrently run multiple instances of conferences in common pub-

lic networks, being able to support multi-user conferences employ-

ing various network terminals from anywhere. Authors also present

promising performance results in the presented prototype.
Table 4

Comparison of approaches for convergent service execu

Standard Protocols Reconfiguration

SipServlet HTTP and SIP Timer

JSLEE Agnostic Timer, transactions, fa
.4. Comparison

To select a technology for Execution of convergent services, differ-

nt criteria must be considered. Previous works have focused on the

omparison of these technologies [91] and most of them agree that

he best selection depends exclusively on of the needs of the user. As

forementioned, IMS is an architectural framework that defines a se-

ies of guidelines for future implementation of convergent scenarios.

n the Service layer of IMS both SIPServlets and JSLEE are applicable.

hus, our analysis will focus on these two technologies.

JSLEE and SIPServlets are both standards regarding the execution

f convergent applications. Both standards define a container-based

odel for applications, which describes how applications may be

uilt and deployed in their respective containers and how services

nd features can be supplied by the containers. JSLEE is a more com-

lex specification than SIPServlets. JSLEE includes mechanisms for

ault tolerance and high availability, whereas SIPServlets does not. Es-

entially SIPServlets remain only as a programming model whereas

SLEE aims to be a robust application environment.

In this paper, we are interested in providing guidelines about the

onvergent service composition. Such labour establishes a set of ba-

ic requirements that are the basis of our comparison (see Table 4)

n the execution phase: support for different protocols, support for

econfiguration, and model for representing the composition.

Support for different protocols. Whereas SIPServlet provides sup-

ort for SIP and HTTP, JSLEE is protocol agnostic; that is to say that

SLEE can be extended to support additional protocols (adding RAs)

nd external resources with a consistent event model, regardless of

rotocol/resource. As convergent services are formed by atomic ser-

ices (using a lot of different protocols) available in the Telecom and

eb domains, IMS application servers must support many protocols

nd APIs (not just SIP).

Support for reconfiguration. Consumers of convergent services

ill expect high quality of service, so an execution environment must

e a carrier-grade platform that addresses corresponding require-

ents of continuous availability and performance. To provide an ac-

eptable degree of availability a mechanism for monitoring and re-

onfiguration is mandatory due to the inherent changing nature of

ervices available in the Web domain.

About reconfiguration is important to highlight: (i) SIPServlet

as no standard management mechanisms defined until now, JSLEE

ounts with standard management interfaces based on the Java for

anagement Extension (JMX) independent of the subjacent man-

gement protocol. The main supported functions are life cycles, up-

rades, profiles, and tracing, (ii) regarding the utilities for applications

hat can be useful for monitoring and reconfiguration. SIPServlet has

he timer function, while JSLEE has: timer, trace, alarm, and statis-

ics among others, (iii) JSLEE has a container-managed state and wide

upport for transactions, while SIPServlet has no such functionality,

iv) SIPServlet cannot define a failure model while JSLEE provides a

obust failure model via transactions; and (v) while SIPServlets are

tateless and the shared state may be stored in a separate session ob-

ect as a name-value (String, Object) visible within the session, the

BBs may be stateful or stateless. SBB state is private, type safe, trans-

cted and a property of the SBB itself (i.e. an SBB is an object); the

hared state may be stored in a separate context via a type safe in-

erface and the access to the shared state may be specified at deploy
tion.

Model

Servlet-based

ilure management, and JMX Object-based
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Model for representing the composition. As the convergent ser-

ice composition must be the most automated possible, the model of

he subjacent technology must easily support the automation of the

omposition. In this sense, it is important to noteworthy: (i) Services

n SIPServlet are represented as entities based in HTTP Java Servlets

ithout a standard model for composition; and (ii) JSLEE represents

ervices using an Object Oriented model that see the services as SBB,

roviding support for composition and reuse.

From the previous discussion it is clear that SIPServlet provides

upport for the adoption of the SIP protocol and the development of

imple SIP services. However, convergent services have requirements

hat exceed the capabilities of SIPServlet. In contrast, JSLEE has been

eveloped to satisfy the requirements of Telecom services in tier-one

ervice providers [91]. This leads us to declare JSLEE as the better op-

ion for executing convergent services.

Regarding the automation of the execution phase, JSLEE has still

elevant shortcomings. As mentioned previously, the execution phase

s inherently automatic, as once the user deploys the service it runs

n the execution environment without human intervention. The prob-

em arises when a malfunction or an error appears. In this vein, the

ole of automated reconfiguration in the convergent service compo-

ition is very important. However little has been said about this topic

n spite of the existing tools provided by the JSLEE server. Some ap-

roaches [105,141,142] offer alternatives for JSLEE service reconfigu-

ation based on advanced selection algorithms of services in case of

ailure. Nonetheless, we think is important to analyse the feasibility

f using current approaches of Web service recovery [143] for recon-

guring convergent compositions.

. Research directions

From the above review, we can see that many advances have been

ade in various research aspects, including automated generation,

raphical creation, and execution of convergent services in telecom

nvironments. However, there are still many open research issues

hat need to be solved before the automated composition can be of

ractical use. This section presents the research directions and how

xisting approaches can be used or contribute to address the chal-

enges of convergent service composition.

Availability of services. Whereas in the Telecom domain the avail-

bility of services is close to 100%, in the Web domain, services can

aise, change, or disappear continually. Recent approaches are focus-

ng its efforts on defining approaches for reconfiguring compositions

hat involve services from both domains. These approaches tackle the

ngoing changing in the service libraries and, consider failover mech-

nisms (e.g., to replace services in failure) that allow the reconfigura-

ion of composite services. These approaches can be divided into two

roups.

One group of approaches for reconfiguration aims for solving con-

ergent reconfiguration adapting mechanisms from Web services re-

onfiguration in convergent domains. These approaches mostly dealt

ith replacement of failing services, and consequently, most of the

xisting related approaches are focused on service selection of poten-

ial replacement services. In [144] the authors present architectures

or automated reconfiguration of convergent services in Telecom-

unication environments. In order to reduce reconfiguration times

hile holding the initial constraints, the authors present an iterative

lgorithm which does not replace individual services but whole re-

ions of services, specified with Hierarchical Tasks Networks (HTNs).

Other group of approaches for convergent reconfiguration adapts

ervices composition according to the changing situation and envi-

onment of the user, most of the proposed techniques may be used in

he convergent composition: Chen and Clarke [145] present a model

or service composition in high mobility environments. The model for

ecentralized service composition adapts itself by composing frag-

ents on-demand, as appropriate to the constraints of services cos-
umers and providers. [145]. Neiat et al. [146] present a failure-proof

omposition model for Sensor-Cloud services based on dynamic fea-

ures such as spatio-temporal aspects. The authors present a failure-

roof composition algorithm based on D∗ Lite to handle QoS changes

f Sensor-Cloud services at run-time.

Number of services. In the Telecom domain, the number of ser-

ices is relatively low (e.g., messaging, phone calls, location, and video

all). In contrast, the number and nature of services in the Web do-

ain is essentially high and changing (e.g., shopping, translator, and

ocial networks). This high number of services turns complex the

se of traditional methods, such as SCEs and MDEs, for creating con-

ergent services. Therefore, some of the research approaches anal-

sed here especially the group of approaches based on automated

lanning may be used for discovering convergent services in Tele-

om infrastructure; for example, Ordóñez et al. [109] present a frame-

ork for including automated composition approaches based on au-

omated planning in Telecommunications scenarios. On the other

and, recent algorithms such as [147,148], a uses mechanisms for re-

ucing the services search space by pruning candidates by dominance

elationships and constraint validations at candidate level. Finally,

ome approaches are focused on the use of data mining in services

omposition. Bayati et al. [149,150] use data mining techniques on

eb services in order to find the best composition in a set of possible

ompositions. These works use techniques such as association, clas-

ification and clustering are for improving performance of the Web

ervice Composition.

With the increasing presence of web services on the Internet,

uality of service (QoS) is becoming important for describing non-

unctional characteristics of services, and is often employed in Web

ervice Composition [147,151]. In [147] a service composition algo-

ithm using partial selection technique for QoS-Aware Web Service

omposition, this algorithm reduces the search space due to the fact

hat it prunes candidates by dominance relationships and constraint

alidations at candidate level [147]. Equally Moustafa and Zhang [148]

ropose two algorithms based on reinforcement learning for compos-

ng and adapting Web services in open and dynamic environments:

he first algorithm introduces an offline learning scheme for service

omposition where one online learning task is transformed into a

eries of supervised learning steps. The second algorithm presents

coordination mechanism in order to enable multiple agents to

earn the service composition task cooperatively. In [152] the au-

hors present a novel multi-objective that addresses QoS-aware Web

ervice Composition with conflicting objectives and various restric-

ions on quality matrices. The approach uses reinforcement learning

o deal with the uncertainty inherent in open and decentralized en-

ironments. Experimental results reveal the ability of the proposed

pproach to find a set of Pareto optimal solutions, which have the

quivalent quality to satisfy multiple QoS-objectives with different

ser preferences

The aspect of services discovery is related to the description of

ervices that will be addressed below.

Services description. Though standardized or broadly accepted

anguage do not yet exist for describing convergent services, the trend

ndicates that, as in Social Web and Telecom network management,

EST-based services have turned a de facto standard to publish func-

ionalities, we consider that existing languages (e.g., WSDL, WADL,

nd hREST) may be adapted to specific domains. Existing languages

uch as: BPEL, BPEL for REST, Bite, and LPML offer the base for unifying

escription of service compositions, especially when these composi-

ions include services based on protocols such as SOAP-XML/HTTP,

SON-XML/HTTP, RSS, Atom, and SIP. Regarding Telecommunication

roviders, different service providers based on Cloud Computing,

uch as Skype or Twillio, may offer its own standard or language. In

his scenario the option of Enterprise Service Buses (ESB) acquires

igh relevance due to its potential for translating different standards.

espite improvements, research for describing Telecom services
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using well established techniques from the Web services must be ex-

panded. These extensions and improvements will be fundamental to

facilitate the evolution of convergent service composition.

Interfaces of user. In the Web domain, the user interacts with

the system using mostly interfaces controlled with a keyboard and

a pointing device or a tactile screen. In contrast, in the Telecom do-

main, the voice is the primary element to interact with the phone,

especially when the user is moving or driving. Therefore, existing

academic and industrial approaches based on natural language (both

commercial and open source) can be used for providing and con-

suming convergent services with richer user interfaces. Here, rich

user interfaces must be understood as these in which the user can

access the convergent applications using keyboards, tactile screens,

and voice depending of the user context. For example [153] natu-

ral language processing is used to identify services required to ac-

complish the user request. This approach represents the identified

tasks in model and from this model a user interface (UI) is generated.

The authors claim that the system can extract the tasks from how-

to instructions Web pages with high precision. The work of Ordóñez

et al. [110] presents the use of natural language processing in conver-

gent domains by translating user request and context into automated

planning representations.

Context of user. In the Web domain, the context and preferences

of the user considered during service composition rarely change in

real time. Conversely, in the Telecom domain, the user is often in con-

stant movement and the type and capabilities of the device cannot be

known beforehand in many cases, which means that the user context

must be considered, modelled, and included in the composition pro-

cess. In this regard, many research works can be applied for particu-

lar solutions of convergent composition. For example [154] presents

an automated composition systems that incorporates SOA paradigm

and devices implemented by device profile for web service (DPWS).

This approach presents a composition engine that considers context

information, composition templates, and predefined policies. Equally

NGSON [155] is an IEEE sponsored effort to standardise an open ser-

vice ecosystem that allows composing and delivering services dy-

namically across different service providers and network operators

domains. NGSON uses context information to drive the interactions

of the NGSON overlay nodes with service and network operator in-

frastructures.

Time constraints and number of protocols. During development

of convergent composition solutions, the heterogeneity of protocols,

networks and time restrictions may be tackled by selecting robust

environments for service execution. JSLEE offers a high reliable envi-

ronment for supporting Telecommunications constraints. JSLEE pro-

vides independence of protocol, and interfaces for diverse networks;

equally JSLEE considers time constrains proper of telecom domains.

9. Conclusions

Selection of technologies for specific convergent composition so-

lutions is complex due to the big amount of considerations. In this

paper, we have identified the relevant phases for convergent service

composition and explored the existing approaches for automating

each one of these phases. It has been analysed that all phases of

convergent composition have reached high level of automation us-

ing different approaches. Following, as conclusion, we provide gen-

eral guidelines that help to select the most suitable approach for each

domain or problem.

Domain knowledge. If the user possesses domain knowledge, he

will be able to create a full specification that details the specific

tasks and the data/control flow among them, as well as other non-

functional requirements. Conversely, it cannot be expected of a non-

expert user to create a full workflow. Thus, for non-expert users, a

specification stated in terms of preconditions and effects should be

created and used to perform the composition of services. Such spec-
fication should be done with domain-independent planning tech-

iques that do not require knowledge of the process model.

Level of automation required. When the number of services and

he complexity of services composition increase, automatic compo-

ition becomes more desirable. There are different variations; for ex-

mple, a semi-automated approach can generate basic templates au-

omatically that are later presented to the user so he/she chooses one

f them and refines it manually.

Context of device and user. If the user requires mobility and

oes not have advanced knowledge on programming, he/she may

se Web-enabled graphical interfaces provided by mashup-based

pproaches or alternatively even consider voice-based interfaces.

onversely, if the domain is oriented to expert users that do

ot have such constraints, SCE-based approaches are the best

hoice.

Dynamic domains. In convergent composition, services may be-

ome unavailable or be redefined by their provider. This considera-

ion justifies the need for continuous monitoring and reconfiguration

uring the execution. In workflow-based approaches, this means that

he user must supervise the execution process and perform the nec-

ssary changes; in automatic approaches the system must react and

dapt itself to the circumstances with as little human intervention as

ossible. For convergent domains, JSLEE offers a set of features that

ould ease reconfiguration implementation: standard management

nterfaces based on JMX, independence of management protocol, and

nterfaces for managing applications. Also, it is important to high-

ight that some AI-based planning platforms include execution and

eplanning, which may alleviate the reconfiguration problem to some

xtent. These AI-based approaches are an interesting alternative, but

hey need to consider the complexity and performance requirements

f the Telecom domain.
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